Propwash

June 2019

From the President

The SWARMS club fees have been increased this
year due to one component of the overall amount, the
registration and insurance cover with MAAA was
increase by $30.

Reality is that we have all survived another enjoyable flying year and I look forward to yet another exciting year in the 2019/2020 flying season, it has
been pleasing to see there has been an active group
of regular fliers on a Sunday morning enjoying their
time in the air the, club has a lot to offer current and
new members, however, we can only maintain this
if we continue to work together as a team.

At a recent MAAA council meeting they unanimously agreed to increase senior fees by $30.00, from
$60.00 to $90.00; junior fees remained half the senior
fees, they indicated that MAAA fees have remained
static for many years. The Treasurer tabled a graphic
representation showing how general community costs
have increased over the years. He also showed how
costs to the MAAA have increased and income decreased.

The club AGM was conducted on 23rd June and all
the Committee position were declared vacant on that
day and the usual election process was followed to
fill these positions.

The SWARMS fees have remained static for the past
6 years also and from general discussion It was
agreed that the SWARMS component of the fees
would remain the same.

The hard fought election for committee positions at
AGM has been run and won for the 2019/20 flying
year and the results are in with the following members being elected for the pursuing year.:

It was disappointing to have the 1st round of the
IMAC competition cancelled which was scheduled
for 23rd / 24th April at the SWARMS field due to
insufficient pilots being registered for the event .

President:

Ron Waller

Vice President:

Bill Darnell

Secretary:

Dennis Milligan

Treasurer:

Trevor Wilson

Canteen Manager: Troy Lucy
Maintenance coordinator: Steve Green
Safety Officer:

Steve Green

Propwash Editor:

Ron Waller

I would like to wish the elected committee members
all the best for the coming year and hope that as a
committee we can continue to work on improving
the flying experience of current and new members
at the SWARMS field.

Discussions with the President of the IMAC group
highlighted that the amount of work involved with
the organization and catering for the event could not
be justified due to the low numbers so the call was
made to cancel the event two weeks prior to the
scheduled date. This was a shame but we can hopefully look forward to being able to host this event
again early in 2020.
The second disappointing thing was that AWA did
not sponsor the ANZAC flyin this year, this event
was well supported by our club members last year
with many warbirds flown on the day and all who
attended had a great day out.
One other disappointing thing was the RFDS flying
sponsorship day was not conducted this year as has
happened in the past it has previously been supported
by MAAA and our club over the past three years.

Newsletter of the South West Associated Radio Modelers Society
Snippets from the recent club AGM & general
meeting.
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Plan G—Nursing home plan

It was disappointing to have no members accept
nomination for the position of President at the recent
AGM, not sure if they fully understood the ramifications of this.

If you are an older citizen and can no longer take
care of yourself and the government says there is no
nursing home care available for you.

It could have meant that the SWARMS club become
extinct as we know it this would mean that we were
not able to comply with the normal requirements for
registration under our association with MAAA and
AWA, hence, no club and no facility to fly at.

The plan gives everyone 75 years or older a gun
(Plan G) and one bullet. You are allowed to shoot
one politician. This means you will be sent to prison
for the rest of your life where you will receive three
meals a day, a roof over your head, central heating
and air conditioning, cable TV, a library and all the
health care you need.

##
There were two inclusions onto the committee this
year, Vice President filled by Bill Darnell and
Maintenance coordinator filled by Steve Green this
will hopefully lighten the load of the committee enabling us to be a bit more effective in our rolls, thank
you to Trevor Wilson for taking on the Treasurers
roll this year.
##
A memo has been circulated to members asking for
their input to the runway upgrade, this is your opportunity to share your ideas and contribute to the project. Make sure you get your comments in before
24th July.
##
Make sure you renew your club membership as it
does expire on 30th June which makes you ineligible
to fly at the field as your insurance would have also
expired on this date. This can be done via direct debit into the SWARMS account ensuring that you put
your name on the transaction to enable tracking.
##
It was good to see that in an effort to increase junior
members into the sport the junior membership fee to
AWA / MAAA has been wavered so new junior
members will only pay the club membership fee for
the next 12 months.

So what do you do ? You opt for “Medicare Plan G “

Need new teeth, not a problem
Need new glasses, that’s great
Need a hearing aid, new hip, new knees, Kidney,
lungs, sex change or heart surgery , they are all covered.
As an added bonus your kids can come and visit you
as often as they do now, and who will be paying for
all this ?
The same Government that told you they can not afford for you to go into a nursing home. You will get
rid of one politician while you are at it.
Now because you are a prisoner, you do not have to
pay any more income taxes.
Is this great country or what ? Now that I have
solved your senior financial plan, enjoy the rest of
your week.
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
How many times have your asked yourself this
question about the driver in front of you?
Should now make life a little easier for some.

Newsletter of the South West Associated Radio Modelers Society
The good news for all MAAA registered members !
The MAAA Executive is pleased to confirm that the
exemption for all MAAA club locations and other
flying sites will be achieved. Flying sites other than
actual club sites, for example once a year float plane
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I hope this information serves to further reduce any
of our memberships fear on the impact of the CASA
Registration and Accreditation scheme and demonstrates the continued dedication of the MAAA to our
members, clubs and state associations.

are confirmed, the MAAA membership will not be

On saying this the MAAA will continue to work
with CASA to ensure the rights of MAAA members
are considered in any further discussions. We will
continue to monitor the progress to ensure what has
been agreed is implemented.

required to undertake any further registration or ac-

################

sites, will need to be identified, confirmed and approved by your State Association. Once these sites

creditation for these sites. Documenting these sites in
the MAAA exemption list will require your clubs’

Dennis Milligan, the proud owner designer and
builder of these successfully maiden flight models.

involvement with your State Association. The

Full story and more included in this edition.

MAAA has again worked tirelessly to achieve these
exemptions.
In summary:
1.

No operational change or registration required
for any MAAA member flying at a MAAA
Club.

2.

No operational change or registration required
for any MAAA member flying at a MAAA flying site outside of a club location (locations to
be identified and included on a flying site list to
be established by your State Association).

3.

Clubs or flying sites currently operated with
a current Area Approval (height extension etc.)
are NOT affected by any proposed CASA Registration or accreditation scheme. (i.e. These
sites already have an instrument and conditions
in place for MAAA members at those sites and
are exempt from impacts).

4.

Operation of non-motorised models/gliders is
currently exempt from CASA registration at
any location (all MAAA clubs/flying sites and
other locations). This includes but not limited
to Discuss Launch Gliders and slope soaring
activities etc.

With the “Deadly” Flu season upon us Kleenex are
a little concerned that they will not be able to sustain the supply of tissues for the entire period of
the season so have come up with an alternative.
There are apparently more wipes on a toilet roll
that in a box of tissues so these devises will soon be
available from a chemist near you.

Newsletter of the South West Associated Radio Modelers Society
A special tribute to Mothers on the recently celebrated Mothers Day is expressed here.
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When things go dramatically wrong what options
do you have but to hide amongst the carnage !

My Mother taught me about WEATHER,
“Your room looks like a tornado has hit it”
My Mother taught me about RELIGION.
“You better pray that comes out of the carpet”
My Mother taught me about TIME TRAVEL.
“If you don’t straighten up I will knock you into the
middle of next week”
My Mother taught me about OSMOSIS.
“Shut your mouth and eat your supper”
My Mother taught me about the CIRCLE OF LIFE.
“I brought you into this world and I can take you out”
My Mother taught me abut ENVY.

Ah! Found the black box.

“There are millions of less fortunate children in the
word who don’t have wonderful parents like you”
My Mother taught me about RECEIVING.
“You are going to get it when you get home”
My Mother taught me about GENEOLOGY.
“Shut the door… You would think you were raised in
a barn”
My Mother taught me JUSTICE.
“One day you will have kids...I hope they turn out
just like you”
My Mother taught me about LOGIC.
“Because I said so. That’s why.
My Mother taught me about STAMINA.
“You’ll sit there until your spinach is gone”
My Mother taught me about IRONY.
“Keep crying and I will give you something to cry
about”
Are any of these saying above familiar to You ?

Dennis, you should have had one of these in your
flight box, the “CUB” recovery bag.

Newsletter of the South West Associated Radio Modelers Society
Sunday’s are not all about flying at the club some
members really hang out for lunch where they can
consume one of Troy’s tasty cheese and meat pies.
“But” when we run out of gas the pleasure of consuming these delicacies turns to panic as it did recently, when an attempt was made to light up the oven the discovery was made, no flame in the oven resulting from empty gas bottles.
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Lunch time was called and all the members enjoyed
there favourite meal with out any hassle but some did
not appreciate the extent of the pending disaster that
was narrowly averted by a couple of inventive members.
———————————————

The word quickly spread around the pits and the panic began, however, after some serious consultation
and planning a catastrophe was averted with an inventive solution implemented.
The 9kg bottle on the BBQ was found to be full so a
plan was put in place to connect it to the club house
mains supply and all ended well. Once the plan was
implemented with precision measuring to ensure the
bottle was situated at the right height for the connection the gas flowed and the pies were heated.
Can you spot the hazard ?

That’s right, there is none, each log was rotated
around to ensure that the saw cut was level on the
top prior to setting up the next log and to finally to
enable the cylinder to sit at the right height a 4x2
timber was inserted under the cylinder.
Yes, actually there was a hazard !! There was no
red flag placed onto the extended 4x2 beam to ensure
no one walked into it whilst the cooking process was
taking place.

The endless cycle of Radio Control modelling.

Newsletter of the South West Associated Radio Modelers Society
Once upon a time at the SWARMS flying field a particular member (Dennis Milligan) was enjoying a flying session when a catastrophic incident occurred, the
Boomerang 60 which is designed to return after each
flight failed to do so leaving a specific place in the
field covered with a lot of debris, the authorities
might just call it pollution on a large scale.
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Having had time now to assess the extent of the
damage Dennis made the call that this wreck was
recoverable so set about a rebuild, the rear end was
the only section that had not sustained any damage
so he thought this would possibly be a good place to
commence the build.

When approaching the scene of the “crash” it was becoming pretty obvious that this may well be the last
flight of this aircraft, the task began of sifting through
the remains of the plane in an effort to salvage any
thing that might have survived the impact that may
possibly be suitable to fit into another plane.
A picture of the wreckage when it was unloaded onto
the building table at home.

After many hours on the work bench the balsa had
been reshaped and the plane started to slightly resemble the skeleton of the original Boomerang.

These pictures show the sever extent of the damage.

Newsletter of the South West Associated Radio Modelers Society
The wing was damaged on both port and starboard
sides so with the availability of some other damaged
Boomerang wings it was possible to cut and shut what
was available to rebuild a new wing structure.
Covering almost completed and with a modification
to the wing attachment from rubber band and securing
pegs now replaced with wing bolts fitted it looked a
more sophisticated aeroplane.
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This is another plane, hustler model, that Dennis resurrected from an incident where the wings folded up during a normal routine turn whilst preparing for a landing.
The plane was a hand me down and the findings from a
review of the incident identified it had no wing spare
fitted when constructed by the original owner, he must
have been a pretty docile flyer for it not to have happened previously in flight.

It has been fitted with an OS 56 four stroke engine
which gives it more that adequate power under full
throttle this ensures a little up your sleeve when
needed.
To the finished product which has had a very successful maiden flight, fly's very well with a 10cc petrol
Evolution engine which now proves to be very reliable.

The maiden flight produced a pretty lively event until
the final trimming was completed and it settled down
to be a very docile plane to fly.
The four stoke motor still needs a bit more flight
time to be run in properly but performed well.

The maiden flight was also a time to further test the
new petrol engine, after a couple of dead sticks the
tuning was complete and this has proved that almost
anything is possible if you put your mind to it and
have the patients and time to complete what seemed
an almost impossible task.
Dennis has reaped the rewards of his efforts as he regularly enjoys flying this plane now with confidence.

A couple were dining out when the wife noticed a
familiar face at the bar. She looked at him for a moment before recognising him as an old flame.
“Honey,” she whispered to her husband and pointed out the man. “That guy at the bar has been
drinking like that since I left him seven years ago.”
Her husband shook his head without even looking
up and answered: “Don’t be silly, no one celebrates
that much.”

Newsletter of the South West Associated Radio Modelers Society
Wise words from this 'young' lady!
Could you, or have you, been in a similar situation as
these elderly Men ?
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An action shot of a helicopter taking off , this provides the general public with scenic flights around
some of the Islands in the south of Tasmania, well
worth a flight when next in the area.

Twice this week, I have watched an elderly individual, fade into the busy life in which we all live. One
man just needed Panadol for his wife but the shop
assistant simply said it’s in aisle ‘6’. But he struggled
to navigate the supermarket and as I watched him go
in the wrong direction, I left all my groceries and
took him where he needed to go.
Today, I watched an elderly man struggle in the heat,
who had obviously had a fall with a huge scrape and
blood on his leg. He walked past people in the cafe,
while he slowly made his way to his car. Not one
person stopped. Or looked. Or acknowledged him. I
took him to his car and checked he was ok.
He told me he had a fall and wasn’t sure how the air
con worked in his car so he just didn’t use it. I sat
with him, until his air con kicked in and heard him
talk about the old frail body that he is in, that fails
him now, every single day.
When you see an elderly person walking down the
street, searching in the supermarket or struggling to
their car, take a minute out of your busy schedule and
ask them if they need a hand. Think about your grand
parents and your parents and how pissed you would
be if someone didn’t stop to help them. But more,
think of them as you.
Once upon a time they were you. They were busy,
they had work, they had children, they were able. Today, they are just in an older body that is not going as
fast as it used to and this busy life is confusing. They
deserve our utmost respect and consideration.
One day it will be you, it will be us. I wish more people gave a shit about them and acknowledged them
for their admirable existence and jeez I hope someday, not that far away, someone does it for me.
Some like it “HOT”

Frank always looked on the bright side and would
constantly irritate his friends with his eternal optimism. No matter how horrible the circumstance, he
would always reply: “It could have been worse.”
To cure him of his annoying habit, his friends decided to invent a situation so bad and terrible, that
even Frank could find no hope in it.
At the pub one day, one of them said: “Frank, did
you hear about Tom? He came home last night,
found his wife in bed with another man, shot them
both and then turned the gun on himself!”
“That’s awful,” said Frank. “But it could have been
worse.”
“How in the hell could it have been worse?” asked
his bewildered friend
“Well,” replied Frank. “If it happened the night before, I’d be dead now!”

Newsletter of the South West Associated Radio Modelers Society
The continuing story of Dennis and his restoration of
many planes !
Whilst on a plane buying mission to Dawesville the
seller had a few bits and pieces of planes that had
never been constructed and Dennis just happened to
be going through some of them when he was told he
could have them.
The parts for this one consisted of the wing, tailplane
and fin that had been covered, however, it had nothing in the way of a fuselage, so he seen another challenge and commenced construction of something that
would eventually resembles an aircraft. With a picture
of the proposed design firmly imbedded in his head
work commenced and it was not to long before in began to take shape.
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With the model now complete it was ready for it’s
maiden flight, he named it Isabella after his Granddaughter.
Up, up and away on the maiden flight and after the
usual few clicks here and there it was flying very impressively considering it was a bit hit and miss with
the design. Another very successful scratch build, it
appears that you can give Dennis a challenge and a
bit of balsa and he can achieve a successful ending.
The end result.

I am currently fitting out this mosquito aircraft ready
for testing, this was passed onto me as an incomplete
ARF plane. I have been able to obtain 2 new OS 40
LA silver motors to power it and currently sourcing
wing bolts.
With the wings now attached to the newly designed
and constructed fuselage it was time to cover the entire fuselage with an appropriate colour scheme. With
the project almost completed it was time to consider
the power train that would eventually pull this plane
around the sky and a suitable electric motor was selected for the task.

These are the only two new motors this size available in the world, one from NSW other from Texas.

ATTORNEY: Do you recall the time that you examined the body?
WITNESS: The autopsy started around 8:30 p.m.
ATTORNEY: And Mr. Denton was dead at the
time?
WITNESS: If not, he was by the time I finished.

Newsletter of the South West Associated Radio Modelers Society
During the same trip to Dawesville there was a new
Sky Walker wing assembly unearthed whilst Dennis was hunting around, not sure who is the worst
offender for this type of action around planes and
free offers, Dennis or Troy.
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Balsa was laid out with the Boomerang 40 tail section
clamped in place to resemble what the finished product might look like. This was modified several times
until a satisfactory result was achieved then the build
commenced

This was also on offer as a donation, you guessed it
Dennis took it and placed it into the car along with
the other items he obtained. With a brand new wing
sitting in the model room Dennis was a bit lost as
what to do with it until the Funfly weekend last
year.
Unfortunately a Boomerang 40 was flown into a
tree at the southern end of the field causing extensive damage, as the pilot retrieve it and was walking back towards the pits with an arm full of balsa
he was overheard saying it was going into the bin
and Dennis’s ears immediately pickup. Like the
Boomerang 60 incident the tail section of the plane
was undamaged so he made a request that it be
saved from the bin and placed it into his vehicle.
He was now faced with the same dilemma as previously, good wing, tail plane and fin, although these
were off two different planes, however, the fuselage was missing.

Dennis has adopted the old saying, “waste not want
not”, and taken it to a new level so here was another
challenge just need to design and build an appropriate
bit in the middle.
He had a vision early in the planning that it would be
something different so decided to fit twin electric motors to what would be designed as a high wing plane.
Keeping in mind there would need to be a fare
amount of guess work involved here as it was at this
stage all trial and hopefully not too much error.

The wing had the covering removed and was then
placed into position on the newly formed fuselage,
the motor mounts were cut into the wing and setup,
the real questions were, are they in the right section
on the wing, do they have the right degree of incidence are they the right size motors for the job and
the list of question went on.
With all this behind him and now full of enthusiasm
seeing a vision of what the end product may well
look like he continued pressing on with the project.

The electrics were then fitted, keeping in mind there
were a few things different in fitting out this plane to
the normal planes Dennis had been involved with
previously he was now having to face a duplication
on all connections with the duel motors.
Speed controllers were selected and connected to the
battery with a “Y” lead connection and it was power
on

Newsletter of the South West Associated Radio Modelers Society
The construction of the fuselage continued, the under
carriage was from a previous model modified slightly
and fitted along with a well designed nose wheel, we
now have items from three previous planes all combined into the completion of this model.
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The centre of gravity was virtually an assumption of
the correct location and the three blade prop size was
something that looked right, however, with all that
behind us we progressed from the pits to the flight
line.
I had the radio in hand, did I really want to put this
well presented model with so many unknowns into
the air, the old pre flight quote, “All care no responsibility” a couple of short taxi runs to see how it
handled on the ground and then it was faced into the
breeze, I took a deep breath pushed the throttle forward, no turning back now.

The colour scheme was selected and the task of covering the now completed model commenced, the colour was a good selection as it is very visible in the
sky when in flight. Obtaining the centre of gravity
was a bit of a challenge as there was no motor fitted
to the from end of the fuselage as with normal
planes, however, with a bit of extra weight up front
it was achieved.
The twin three blade props were fitted and we now
have a completed well designed and constructed
model although yet to be flown.

The plane increased speed straight down the strip and
gracefully lifted into the air, the twin props and motor size proved to be just right for the task, as I
gained height ready for the trimming process to commence it became evident that she wanted to climb
excessively. Down trim inputs were required to settle
the flight pattern and a little right aileron trim and the
plane was off across the sky now flying hands free.
Several passes were made over the field at a variety
of speeds and all proved to be satisfactory , put the
plane into a stall and there was no wing tip stall experienced it just sunk the nose down which was all
good. Came around on final approach and landed
without incident and was very impressed with what I
has just flow, Dennis had produced a very stable
model from a heap of bits with no plan to achieve
this outcome, as a result the plane has been very appropriately named. Great out come for Dennis here.

Itsabitsa

Being the designated test pilot for the maiden flight it
became a bit daunting as we progressed towards the
final preparation for flight. There were so many unknowns with this model and the end product presented so well that I did have some reservation as to what
the outcome of the maiden flight might be.
We have bits and pieces of three wrecked models all
combined into one, we had an unproven motor configuration, the motor setup in the wings was all trial
and error.

As a result of the many building hour spent on construction and successful maiden flight Dennis can
now look forward to enjoying some time in the sky
with this plane as it has proved to be a very successful all-round model.

Newsletter of the South West Associated Radio Modelers Society
A Doctor was addressing a large audience in Tampa.
The material we put into our stomachs is enough to
have killed most of us sitting here, years ago.
Red meat is awful. Soft drinks corrode your stomach lining. Chinese food is loaded with MSG.
High fat diets can be disastrous, and none of us realizes the long-term harm caused by the germs in
our drinking water.
But there is one thing that is the most dangerous of
all and we all have, or will, eat it.
Can anyone here tell me what food it is that causes
the most grief and suffering for years after eating
it?
After several seconds of quiet,
a 75-year-old man in the front row raised his hand,
and softly said, “Wedding Cake”.
///////////////////////
Steve Green recently attained his “Gold Wings”
when he was put through his disciplines over the
field. His first try did not go to plan for him as we
had gusty winds on the day of his first attempt.
He placed his plane on the runway and I was going
through the manoeuvres required to be successful
when the wind started to blow his plane backwards
down the runway.
He grabbed the plane and placed it against his leg
whilst I continued to explain what was required, at
this stage a strong gust of wind blew the plane backwards and upside down braking the tail section off.
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A man walked into his doctor’s office and sat
down. His doctor crossed his arms and angrily
looked at the man.
He said: “I see you’re over a month late for your
appointment. Don’t you know that nervous disorders require prompt and regular attention?
What’s your excuse?”
The man shrugged his shoulders and replied: “I
was just following your orders, Doc.” The doctor
became even more angry and yelled back:
“Following my orders? What are you talking
about? I gave you no such order.”
“Don’t you remember, Doc?” the man responded, “You told me to avoid people who irritate
me.”
################
An elderly man named Arie owned a small farm.
One day, a government official claimed he was not
paying proper wages to his workers and went out to
interview him.
“I need a list of your employees and how much you
pay them,” he demanded of Arie.
“Well,” replied Arie. “There’s my farm hand who’s
been with me for three years. I pay him $600 a
week plus free room and board. The cook has been
here for 18 months, and I pay her $500 a week plus
free room and board. Then there’s the half-wit who
works about 18 hours every day and does about 90
percent of all the work around here. He makes
about $10 per week, pays his own room and board,
and I buy him a bottle of bourbon every Saturday
night.”
“That’s the guy I want to talk to, the half-wit,” says
the government worker.
“That would be me,” replied Arie.

He sustained a damaged aircraft before even getting
the wheels off the runway.
He was successful the next weekend.
Steve receiving his Gold Wings.

Why does cooking take like 6 hours
Eating takes like 3 seconds
And washing dishes takes like 7 days and 7 nights
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Like with normal aero planes a very important part of
flying is the “Pre Flight Checks” How many times do
we do this prior to every flying session and to the extent of the attached list. I will be honest I do not conduct “ALL” of these checks every time.

The purpose of pre-flight checks is to ensure that
your rc plane is in a fit condition to fly, and that everything is working as it should be. Exact pre-flight
checks might differ from plane to plane, but there are
some fundamental checks that all rc airplanes need to
have done, immediately before flight.
If you neglect to carry out the pre-flight checks before you fly your rc airplane, and something is badly
amiss, then an avoidable crash is very likely. Many rc
pilots have lost their beloved aircraft seconds after
take off, simply because they didn't do the checks!

Your first and foremost point of reference for
the exact pre-flight checks needed for your particular
airplane should be the instruction manual (DVD or
CD ROM) that came with the plane. But, failing that,
listed below (in no particular order) are
the minimum checks that you need to carry out before
you take off...
 All servos are secure, and linkages to servo and
control surfaces are secure.
 Servo horns and control horns are secure and not
loose.
 Servo linkages are able to move freely and are not
binding.
 All servo connections to the receiver, battery pack
and ESC are secure and correct.
 The receiver and motor battery pack are securely
fixed and cannot move during flight.
 Receiver antenna (aerial) is correctly positioned
and not damaged.
 The propeller nut is tight / spinner is secure.
 The wing and tailplane (and fin) are secured
properly, as per the instructions (i.e. with the correct
method of fixing; rubber bands or wing nuts etc.)
 All control surfaces move in the correct
sense eg moving the rudder stick left moves the rudder to the left.
 All control surface hinges are secure i.e. you can't
pull the control surface away from its respective flying surface.
 The motor power works correctly.
 The radio failsafe is set and working correctly.
Then conduct a range check.
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Centre of Gravity
All flying model airplanes, just like real ones, have
a Centre of Gravity (CG) that effects the plane's balance and thus its flying characteristics.
The CG, as a very general rule, is usually found between 25% and 50% of the wing chord (width of
wing) back from the leading edge (front edge of the
wing), with around 30% of the way back being a
common location. In many cases this will be the approximate location of the main wing spar, should
there be one.
The exact location of your airplane's CG should be
given in the instruction manual, and this should be
the point that you balance the plane.

A simple and quick way to test your airplane's balance is to place the tips of each index or middle fingers under each wing, at the exact CG point as indicated by the manufacturer, and a couple of inches out
from the fuselage sides. Gently lift the airplane up so
it balances on your fingertips.
If the balance is correct the plane should be either
level or with its nose pointing slightly downwards. If
the tail is pointing downwards do not fly it yet! The
airplane is tail heavy and this is the worst case of improper balance for a plane.

If your plane is tail heavy, you need to either try and
reposition the motor battery pack further forward or,
if the pack can't be moved, add weight to the nose of
the plane. Modelling clay or fishing shots/small lead
weights are ideal, but add only enough to make the
plane balance correctly. Moving the battery pack is
the better option though, by doing this you're not adding 'dead weight' to your plane.
Getting the balance correct is of paramount importance if you want to keep your airplane in one
piece.
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Most commonly asked questions by new pilots
Plus most common answers given.
How many airplanes can fly at a time? With the introduction of 2.4 GHZ frequency it has
eliminated the risk of cross frequency signals being
transmitted.
Also, when more than six or seven planes are in the
air at the same time, it can be quite distracting to the
flyers (mid-air collisions do happen). For this reason,
SWARMS do not limit the number of planes that can
be in the air at the same time.
How long can they fly? - Depending on the size of
the engine and the size of the fuel tank, the range of
flight time can be from about 10 minutes to well over
20 minutes. One common recommendation for a .40
sized engine is about a six once fuel tank. This will
allow about a 10-12 minute flight.
What happens if the engine quits? - Most planes
designed for beginners will glide quite well. In the
hands of an experienced flier, a plane can be safely
landed even if the engine quits. Of course the altitude
and attitude of the airplane at the time of the engine
failure has a lot to do with how difficult it is to safely
land the airplane. The higher the plane, the more time
the flier will have to plan the landing. (Landings
without power are called dead-stick landings.)
How far away can the airplane fly? - The rule of
thumb is: if you can see it you have control of it!
Generally speaking, your radio will have control of
the airplane for up to distances of more than a mile.
The higher the plane, the greater the range.
How fast do they go? - This depends on the style of
airplane as well as the size of the engine. Trainers
will fly at speeds of about 20-40 miles per hour, depending on the manoeuvre. More aerobatic sport
planes can reach speeds of well over 90 MPH. Pylon
racers designed for speed can go as fast as 150
MPH.
How high can they go? - As high as you can see
them. Again, if you can see it, you have control of it!
However, flying fields that are located in close proximity to airports usually have some height limitations.
Instructors will relate to any rules related to height
and position flying.
Is flying an RC airplane like flying a real (full
scale) airplane?- In essence, yes. You'll have the
same basic controls a full scale pilot has of a real airplane.
However, full scale pilots that have learned to fly RC
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airplanes indicate that there is quite a difference in
actual flying technique. They say an RC airplane responds much faster than a real airplane. They also say
that learning to fly RC can be awkward, since there is
no feel for the planes manoeuvres. RC flying requires
much more hand/eye coordination since you must
respond to what you see.
Is it hard to learn to fly? - This is a tough question
to answer. Everyone has a different aptitude level for
learning RC. This much is certain. RC flying is hard
enough to learn that you will not want to try to learn
by yourself. In over 20 years of flying experience, I
have never seen anyone learn by themselves that did
not go through several airplanes (or at least several
crashes) in the process! Fixing airplanes is not nearly
as much fun as flying. If you want to learn to fly with
the least amount of problems, join the club and work
with one of our instructors. He'll flight test and trim
your plane, take off and land for you, give you pointers, and stand close by, ready to take control if you
get into trouble in the air.
How long does it take to learn to fly? - Like the
previous question, this is tough to answer. It depends
upon the student's aptitude. It also depends on how
often you practice. The more often you practice, the
shorter the time it will take to master. You know the
saying, "If you don't use it, you lose it!" It truly applies to RC flying. If you only fly once a week, it
may take quite a long time. You'll be struggling to
remember what was learned in the last session. We
have seen people solo (fly by themselves for an entire
flight) in as little as two weeks of practice (every day
for several flights). Others make take the whole flying season to learn to fly. Yet others may take more
than one flying season. With a good instructor, even
the learning stage is fun and rewarding. So this period
should seem to go quite quickly, regardless of how
long it takes.
What's the hardest part of flying? - Landing. Your
instructor will first teach you how to keep the plane
in the air, making simple turns. Then you'll progress
to flying figure eight patterns. Once you can keep the
plane in the air by yourself without any problems,
you'll learn to take-off. Finally, once you have mastered all other phases of flying, you'll learn how to
land.
Catch you when we fly into the next edition in
2019. Happy Flying.

